
SnagR is designed for the Enterprise as a ‘Company Solution’. 

Your standards and culture are centrally controlled and used by all of your projects.

Use cross-project analysis to gain insights on your entire operation.

Enterprise Standard

The central website houses all of your project’s data.

Publish reports, analyse your project to understand 
the situation on-site to deliver on time.

Web Application

Our forte is gathering data from site using the latest devices. Available free to download from the 
App stores, engage your whole team and external contractors in the project.

Work offline so no need for constant 3g or Wifi, simply sync when the work is done.

iOS & Android

SnagR is a easy to use, visual site inspection and defect management system.
It replaces frustrating and error prone paperwork by allowing site engineers to capture photos and details of an 
issue, plot it on drawings with a simple click, and easily publish this information to the relevant places.

A picture’s worth a thousand words
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Efficiently capture issues using smart devices. 

Markup photos to highlight details, set a priority, a 
completion date, a responsible party. Coming soon, 
use your own lists and custom fields and apply costs!

Use your Company standaUse your Company standard issue list to quickly cat-
egorise the issue. Your company standard issue list is 
also used for filtering and analysis across all of your 

projects using cross-project reporting.

Capture

snagR offers a simple and accessible way of plotting work using 
visual symbols in exact locations of the construction site. 
Symbols, descriptions, assignments, photos (with markup), due 
by dates, signatures and attached documents are used to 
accurately define the work that has been done or needs to be 
done.

This plot shows the task reference code, the concerned project This plot shows the task reference code, the concerned project 
members, the task priority and most importantly its location.

Issues (Defects)
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Create or e-mail reports in PDF, CSV or Excel format.

Receive automated reports or summaries. (Instant, 
daily, weekly, monthly)

There are several report templates available that can 
also be customized to conform to your requirements.

Publish

Issues progress through a workflow to completion. Each status is represented by a different colour, and stages can be skipped as required.

Involve your contractors in the process to get a timely feedback loop. Now you only need to inspect issues that the contractor has signaled as complete.

Workflow/Status

Analyse your issues and inspections across all of your projects to 
see:
- Where time and money is being lost
- Identify training needs / safety issues
- Compare Architectural design and material quality
- Analyse & compare contractor performance
 
SnagR’s company centric approach enables cross-project SnagR’s company centric approach enables cross-project 
analysis.

We can help you with advanced analysis and integration with your 
other enterprise systems through our API, contact us to find out 
more.

Analysis
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SnagR digitises any existing paper form or process by adding 
clickable ‘hotspots’.

Instantly append photos, signatures, dates, lists, links to issues, 
text or project data.

Forms are preserved in their familiar style and reproduced as 
PDFs.

Paperless Inspections

Efficiently capture issues using smart devices. 

Markup photos to highlight details, set a priority, a comple-
tion date, a responsible party. Coming soon, use your own 

lists and custom elds and apply costs!

Use your Company standard issue list to quickly categorise 
the issue. Your company standard issue list is also used for 
ltering and analysis across all of your projects using cross-

project reporting.

Capture

Inspections are added to a location which can represent a 
room, area or piece of equipment. 

When you view a particular location every Inspection that has 
ever taken place is visible, you can see exactly what has 
happened there and when.

Indexed by Location
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Each Inspection can have it’s own custom workflow.

Your team subscribe to the stages that they should be involved in. When an Inspection is moved to the next 
stage the responsible team members are notified via a push notification and e-mail to continue the process.

Waiting for days for something to be signed off should be a thing of the past. You can now keep 
Inspections moving through to completion from anywhere using your mobile device or browser.

Custom Workflow

Using the Inspection Wizard it’s quick and easy to digitise 
all of your company standard Forms in SnagR.

Select which Inspections are required for a project and 
your team can create any Inspection or Permit they need 
even from their smart phone.

Simply drag and create a clickable area and choose it’s Simply drag and create a clickable area and choose it’s 
data type for example: Photos, Signatures, User Lists, 
Checkboxes, Custom Lists, Text Areas, Dates, Linked 
Issues and many more.

Wizard

SnagR has all manor of built in reporting and analytical 
dashboards. But that isn’t the end of the story. 

The data captured by SnagR can be made available to your other 
enterprise systems like your Document Management System, 
Intranet or anything else by integrating your systems together 
using our fully featured RESTful API (Application Programmable 
Interface).

SnagR is now your on site data collection tool that feeds your SnagR is now your on site data collection tool that feeds your 
back-end systems with timely data captured from site.

Integration
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For more information or to organise a demonstration of our software please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

David Hanson
Asia Headlands Limited

dhanson@asiaheadlands.com

t + 852 8192 8330 (Hong Kong)
t + 60 12 3479 323 (Malaysia) 
t + 1 919 999 2490 (US)t + 1 919 999 2490 (US)
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